Apollo Residency Services

Business Challenge

Are you faced with continued growth, complexity, budget or staffing constraints, and disruptions due to competing priorities? If so, you most likely do not have the resources or time to fully integrate and realize the full benefit of new technology to meet your desired outcomes.

An Apollo professional acting as an extension of your team can help by delivering on a predetermined set of tasks required to help you drive success for your existing GraphOS implementation.

What You Can Expect

Residency services offer much more than staff augmentation. An Apollo Resident is an extension of your team who utilizes their Apollo GraphOS expertise to deliver a variety of tasks to meet your specific needs, all while building the skills and confidence of your team. Apollo Residency activities may include:

- Accelerate additional use case alignment to meet business demands
- Enhance existing development practices
- Improve Apollo implementation against best practices and proper design patterns
- Help expand subgraphs to support business requirements
- Provide hands-on knowledge transfer for your GraphQL practitioners

Assumptions

- All services will be delivered remotely unless otherwise agreed to prior to the engagement.
- The engagement will be delivered 8 hours per week (in 4 hour increments), over a minimum of 12 consecutive weeks, during normal business hours, unless otherwise agreed to in writing prior to the engagement.
- Apollo GraphOS is implemented and successfully functioning in the customer environment.
- This is a non-deliverable based service.

Customer Benefits

- Eliminate skill and resource gaps with supplemental Apollo GraphOS expertise
- Knowledge transfer for your GraphQL practitioners
- Reduced constraints on internal resources
- Minimize risk while meeting aggressive timelines
- Ensure best practice alignment

Expected Outcomes

- Improved GraphOS development practices
- Optimized Apollo GraphOS implementation adhering to best practices
- Faster ROI, improved services levels
- Apollo alignment to desired business outcomes